


After Working Together

Before TQLA

From 0 Klaviyo-Owned Revenue 
to $100,000 per Month 
/ Large Women’s Cosmetics Brand

This client came to us as they were looking to launch their online presence. They had 
done an incredible job of growing their business in retail and were looking to make the 
next step of growing their online presence.

Before working with us, they had almost no sales coming in from their online store.

We helped them massively scale up their online presence and grow their email list. 
Alongside their massive growth, we were able to build their entire customer lifecycle 
journey from scratch and build a huge base of repeat customers out of thin air. 

Now email marketing regularly brings in over $100,000 
per month for this client .



4X Industry 
Average Opt-in Rates

From 0 Klaviyo-Owned Revenue 
to $100,000 per Month 
/ Large Women’s Cosmetics Brand

The industry average pop-up opt-in rate is 
2%, and after months of testing, we were 
able to achieve over 4X that!



Reviving a “Dead” Email List 
into an Extra $115,759 in Revenue
/ High-End Women’s Fashion Brand 

We did a deep dive into their audience and flow strategy, and 
developed a custom dose of Tequila Sunrise strategy that 
they needed to scale up their brand. 

This brand came to us after working with another agency that didn’t take the time to understand 
what they really needed. 

That’s when Tequila Sunrise came in!

We were able to turn their old “dead” list into a consistent 
money printing machine as well as scaling up their 
automated flows into an entire customer lifecycle journey!

Before TQLA 6 Months of Working Together





Before TQLA

After Working Together

A Small Brand Goes from 3% 
to a Winning 47% Revenue over BFCM
/ 100% Organic Women’s Shampoo and Essential Oil Brand

This smaller brand came to us as they were worried they wouldn’t have email marketing in place in 
time for BFCM. This is what their sales looked like before TQLA.

TQLA came in, revived their email list, and set their customer lifecycle journey so that they could 
scale up over BFCM. We were able to double their revenue over November and helped them retain 
most of the new sales that came in. 

This brand has continued to scale up over the next few 
months thanks to the incredible retention strategy we built .



31% Email Revenue AKA 
an Extra $50,000 per Month in Sales 
/ Premium Wig and Hair Extension Brand

This client has been working with TQLA for over a 
year, and came to us when they had only 15% of 
their revenue coming from Klaviyo.

Our team took the time to understand their market 
and build their entire customer lifecycle journey 
from scratch.  

During BFCM we were even able to pull in over $8,500 from a single email 
from a small segment of their list (about 1400 subscribers). Segmentation is key to turning 
your list into a money-making machine!

Now their email marketing consistently 
brings in over 30% of their revenue and 

over $50,000 per month!



See what some of our clients had 
to say about working with us!

https://tequilasunrise.co/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Lush-Party-Studio-Alicia-Garcia.mp4
https://vimeo.com/399200478
https://tequilasunrise.co/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Magnus-Clothing-Hillary.mp4


Want to get results 
like these for your 

beauty brand?

Book a call here to see how we 
can do the same for you:

Click here to book a call  fle

https://calendly.com/tequilasunrise/meet-tequila-sunrise

